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On this video Raphael Seára, a brilliant Brazilian magician with more than 15
years of experience, presents great and clean card effects. No sleight of hand or
manipulation required.

Os Coringas Caçadores (Hunting Jokers) - The magician asks a spectator to
choose a card, sign it and lose it in the deck. Then the magician shows two
jokers with different colored backs and he says that the jokers will hunt the
signed card. Placing a joker on top and the other below the deck and in one
smooth movement, the two jokers find the signed card!

Intuição Perfeita (Perfect Intuition) - A card is freely chosen and coincides with
the card the magician left alone all the time in a glass. In addition of that, when
everyone thinks that the cards are all the same, the magician shows the deck has
no printed letter, it is all white.

Previsão Aberta (Open Prediction) - The magician announces which is the
card that the spectator will choose and in order not to influence the choice, the
magician asks the spectator to shuffle the deck and then, pass his finger over the
cards on the table until one card is chosen freely. No forces, manipulation or
suspicious movements, the chosen card matches the announced prediction
openly.

Infiltração (Infiltration) - Ten red cards are placed in one hand of the spectator
and ten blue cards are placed in the other hand. In a magical command, three
cards travel from one hand to other. Counting the red cards, there will only be
seven cards, and counting the blue cards, there will be thirteen cards, being three
red cards!

Mutação (Mutation) - The magician takes four cards of the same value, for
example, the four sevens from a blue deck and in a magic command four cards
turn into four kings. Moreover, an amazing thing, their back also have changed!

Duration: 81 minutes

The audio of this product is available only in Portuguese.
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